
Be honest, none of us really think about the day-to-day consequences of not being able to get to a grocery store, not having water to 
wash clothes, cook our food, not having power to keep us warm, keep us cool, or refrigerate our food. The reality is...we may not think 
about these things, but the real-life consequences of wide-spread infrastructure failures are closer than we realize and will definitely 
impact or impede our daily lives if not addressed.

I recently attended the Northeast Precast Association Winter Conference. Ty Gable, (President of the National Precast Concrete 
Association or NPCA) was the keynote speaker. His presentation was about the ‘United States Failing Infrastructure’, with data gleaned 
from the (ASCE), American Society of Civil Engineers*.

Every four years, the ASCE publishes America’s infrastructure report card, assigning letter grades to 16 infrastructure categories 
including: aviation, bridges, dams, levees, energy, hazardous waste, waterways, ports, public parks, railways, roads, schools, solid waste, 
transportation, wastewater, water infrastructure. The last report card was in 2017.

As a licensed structural engineer at Delta Precast, I was not surprised when President Gable conveyed that almost 10% of the nations 
bridges are structurally deficient, but when he told us our nations school children are re-routed everyday due to these deficiencies, 
the facts took on a different sense of urgency. On average, 188 million trips are made each day across structurally deficient bridges by 
unsuspecting motorists. 

All is not bleak, many categories are improving such as aviation, currently scored with a D rating. In 2018, Congress passed legislation, 
spending $96.7 billion for aviation programs and it will affect the precast industry. How? The NPCA has been working with the FAA to 
change a mandatory spec, which had no inclusion of precast methods, rather the preferred cast-in-place method.  This change has been 
approved, and is in the process of being converted on FAA documentation...opening up the potential for the production of precast 
concrete drainage structures on FAA projects. (You can read more about this exciting change by clicking HERE).

As I reflect on the conference message, a bigger reality is...I’m one person, the scope of work, and the cost of this endeavor will be 
enormous. What can I do? The answer? First, I can bring awareness to the deficiencies. Second, real lives are being impacted, (just ask 
the residents near the Orville Dam in California), as the spillway failed after heavy, sustained rainfall, causing a near catastrophe in 2017. 
Contact your legislators, ask them to be proactive instead of reactive on these issues.

Last, when these projects make it to my desk, I can utilize my expertise at Delta Precast to contribute in the rebuilding process. 

*If you are interested in reading more about the ASCE infrastructure report card, go to:  www.infrastructurereportcard.org

 

What I Learned at the NEPCA Winter Conference...

AMERICA’S INFRASTRUCTURE 
SCORES a DISMAL D+

DID YOU KNOW?

School buses are re-routed everyday due to deficient roads and bridges.
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